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BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY:
A FUTURE ANTITRUST TARGET?
By Ryan C.Thomas and Peter Julian1

I. INTRODUCTION
Technology companies face increasing antitrust scrutiny globally. In the United States,
lawmakers are ramping up pressure to increase enforcement at federal and state levels.
Several high-profile politicians, including U.S. presidential candidates, have called for new
antitrust legislation that would make it easier to pursue allegedly “dominant” companies,
especially leading technology firms.2 As more companies rebrand themselves to embrace
e-commerce, future antitrust enforcement and private suits will extend beyond the large
online platforms.
As blockchain applications increasingly expand beyond cryptocurrency into other
areas, including supply chain and government bidding, companies and competition
enforcers are developing experience with how antitrust issues play out with this muchhyped technology. Meanwhile, initial concerns around prematurely regulating and
potentially stif ling this emerging technology have given way to legislative efforts to
limit illicit cryptocurrency uses, while promoting lawful uses of blockchain technology.
While the promise of a sweeping blockchain revolution across the economy may seem
overstated, real-world implementations have been progressing. This article explores the
antitrust issues presented by blockchain implementations and implications for companies
considering adopting blockchain technology.
Blockchain technology (or distributed ledger technology—the two are used
interchangeably throughout this article) was first conceptualized in 2008 for use in Bitcoin.3
Since then, the technology and “use cases” (applications) continue to evolve. Although
by no means ubiquitous, every year more companies, including established, sophisticated
players, are entering the blockchain “market.”4 Investors are still paying attention to and
pouring significant sums of money into blockchain startups, and businesses are actively
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There is significant disagreement about whether regulatory intervention is necessary at all, or what
regulation is warranted. See, e.g., Makan Delrahim, Assistant Attorney General for the U.S. Department
of Justice Antitrust Division, Keynote Address at Silicon Flatirons Annual Technology Policy Conference,
https://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/assistant-attorney-general-makan-delrahim-delivers-keynoteaddress-silicon-flatirons (cautioning against “misplaced” and “extreme views” that propose new rules to
regulate online platforms and displace the “consumer welfare” standard in antitrust reviews).
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implementing the technology.5 “Platform” blockchains and blockchain as a service
(BaaS) are becoming more common, making it easier for businesses to use the technology.
Instead of having to code a proprietary blockchain solution from the ground-up, which
can be a complicated and expensive endeavor, businesses can use open source solutions,
such as Hyperledger,6 Enterprise Ethereum,7 or R3’s Corda,8 adapted to their particular
application. In addition, leading enterprise software companies like IBM,9 SAP,10 and
Oracle11 have begun offering BaaS that make it even easier for businesses to explore and
deploy the technology.12 These developments have given rise to increasing emphasis on
standardization and interoperability between blockchain networks to prevent data silos.13
Blockchain also continues to attract significant regulatory and legislative attention
based on its disruptive potential. The acting United States Comptroller of the Currency (a
former general counsel of a major cryptocurrency exchange)14 recently issued rulemaking
notices aimed at proliferating the use of both cryptocurrency and blockchain technology
within the banking sector.15 The rulemaking notice specifically seeks input on how
blockchain technology is used or potentially could be used in the banking industry.16
Apart from potential agency rulemaking, legislators at both the federal and state levels
are introducing bills aimed at providing a regulatory framework for the use of blockchain
and cryptocurrencies.17 At the federal level, the 116th Congress recently issued more than
thirty-two such bills. The bills address a number of topics, such as limiting the use of
cryptocurrencies for potential terrorism, sex trafficking, and money laundering, while
5
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promoting a working group to study the use of blockchain technology.18 States are also
jumping into the fray. In 2019, twenty-eight states introduced bills aimed at regulating
the blockchain and cryptocurrency space, with a majority of them signed and enacted.19
As these developments illustrate, legislative and regulatory bodies are concerned with
blockchain and cryptocurrency’s implications for the future, and are taking measures
to promote their lawful use. Early concerns around burdening a new technology with
regulations that may stunt its potential are giving way to a wave of new regulations aimed
at both regulating and fostering its growth.20
Antitrust authorities are paying attention, too. As recently as August 27, 2020, the
head of the Department of Justice Antitrust Division, Assistant Attorney General Makan
Delrahim, confirmed that the Division was studying the competitive effects of blockchain
technology.21 The Division has implemented a program where government attorneys
and economists are taking an online course to “build [their] expertise . . . in cutting
edge business applications: specifically, blockchain” and other technologies with the goal
of “develop[ing] a basic but critical understanding of how businesses implement these
technologies and what effect they might have on competition.”22 Delrahim acknowledged
that while the technology does have the potential to increase efficiencies, for example, in
the financial technology sector, it also has the potential to lead to cartel-like behavior, and
stated “the Division will play a critical role in ensuring market conditions are conducive
to unleashing blockchain’s revolutionary potential.”23 DOJ is not alone.
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Other competition authorities are paying close attention to the technology as it gets
deployed more widely. In February 2018, the European Commission announced the “EU
Blockchain Observatory and Forum.”24 In March 2018, the Federal Trade Commission
announced the creation of an internal “FTC Blockchain Working Group.”25 Soon after, in
April 2018, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development published an
issues paper titled, “Blockchain Technology and Competition Policy.”26 The movement by
government agencies to better understand blockchain increases the likelihood of scrutiny
and potential enforcement actions, and businesses are well advised to evaluate the antitrust
risks associated with deploying the technology.
While the rollout of blockchain is by no means ubiquitous, the technology is finding its
audience and use cases. We will explore a few examples in this article, analyzing potential
antitrust implications for other applications. First, we begin with a short overview of
distributed ledger technology. Then, we discuss potential antitrust issues, with an emphasis
on U.S. competition law. Finally, we discuss a few prominent contemporary examples of
blockchain technology implementation and lessons learned for future adaptations.

II. BLOCKCHAIN BASICS
A full discussion about the mechanics of blockchain technology is outside the scope
of this article. We address below a few crucial characteristics that will be helpful in
discussing the antitrust implications. At its core, a blockchain is a shared ledger in which
transactions are recorded and stored in a verifiable way.27 Records of transactions are
stored along with other transactions into “blocks” of data that are linked to one another
in a “chain.”28 The ledger or database is hosted by a number of different users or “nodes.”29
Unlike a traditional database, the ledger does not allow users to delete data or modify
existing data—users can only add new transactions to the end of it, much like a ledger
recording financial transactions.30 Also, unlike traditional databases in which one central
authority controls what information can be accessed or added to the database, a blockchain
is distributed across multiple computers in a network (“nodes” in blockchain parlance),
each of which can read from or append to the ledger—all while ensuring that every node
has an identical copy of the ledger.31
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Because blockchain nodes are distributed and have no centralized validation system,
there must be a “consensus mechanism” for deciding which block to add at the end of
the blockchain if there is a conf lict between two or more nodes.32 For example, on the
Bitcoin blockchain, the party that is the first to correctly solve a computational puzzle gets
to propose the next block to the network and is rewarded with bitcoins.33 This is called
“mining.”34 The nodes on the network signal their acceptance of the proposed block by
adding it to their copies of the Bitcoin blockchain after validating that the computational
puzzle was solved correctly, that the transactions in the block are valid, and that the
Bitcoin in each transaction was not previously spent in another transaction.35 If there is a
conf lict between different versions of the blockchain, the node that has done the largest
amount of computational work to validate transactions is considered to have the accurate
record. This is known as a “proof of work” consensus mechanism.36 Apart from access to
computing power, and thus being able to mine more, there is no practical likelihood that
one participant can be strategically prioritized or given an unfair advantage over another.37
Generally, there are two types of blockchains based on levels of openness and
distribution: “permissionless” and “permissioned.” 38 A permissionless (or public)
blockchain is open to anyone who wants to join—there is no central authority acting
as a gatekeeper preventing new entrants from being a part of the blockchain network.39
Without a central authority or clearing house, each node keeps a copy of the entire
blockchain and is able to contribute data back to the network.40 Participants can remain
pseudonymous behind unique user identifiers, but can access the transaction data
stored in the blockchain by downloading the software.41 For example, in a supply chain
blockchain, the transaction history can be used to assess if the participant has sufficient
funds, capacity, and inventory to complete the requested transaction based on the prior
recorded transactions that either have credited or debited the account.42
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Public blockchains are well suited for transactions in which participants need
pseudonymity and the ability to transact with an unlimited number of other participants.43
However, some public blockchains, especially older ones, have technical barriers, such as
speed, scalability, and storage constraints.44 These limitations present impediments for
business applications in which multiple transactions need to occur quickly and efficiently.45
For example, it can take anywhere from ten minutes to sometimes an entire day to confirm
a Bitcoin transaction.46 Other public blockchains, such as the Ethereum and Bitcoin
Cash blockchain network, have improved on some of these limitations, for example, by
processing transactions faster.47 Because of the limitations of the public blockchains and
the fundamental openness within which they operate, “permissioned” blockchains have
been developed to maintain efficiency and to address other use cases.48
In a “permissioned” (or private) blockchain, an administrator decides which nodes
can join the network—the blockchain can be “open” to the public or only to the nodes
that have the administrator’s permission.49 Private blockchains are likely to have fewer
participants, greater potential for information sharing among participants, and less visibility
into transactions from outside the blockchain.50 As a consequence, they are the architecture
that large companies may most often use to interact with suppliers, customers, or other
partners.51 In this respect, private blockchains lose many of the hallmarks of the original
form of the blockchain technology, namely a radically open system in which any user can
make verifiable pseudonymous transactions and see a history of all past transactions.52
Private blockchain networks in particular can spawn antitrust concerns, given the
potential lack of transparency around competitor interactions. Unlike public blockchains,
private distributed ledgers:53
•

Have an owner who controls or delegates membership, mining rights and rewards,
and maintains the shared ledger, including potentially the right to override, edit,
or delete the entries on the blockchain.

•

Have an owner or designated participants who are responsible for resolving
discrepancies, often outside of a proof-of-work system. For example, the
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consensus mechanism to validate transactions may be “proof of stake” in which
a node’s power to validate a transaction depends on its economic “stake” in the
particular blockchain network. The idea is that with a larger stake the node will
not approve transactions that would undermine the ledger’s integrity.
•

Have a limited membership, often without user anonymity, in which participants
can match user identifiers to real-world entities.

•

Host data that are not readable or writable by the public; consequently the
information exchanged cannot be reviewed by nonmembers who lack access.

These attributes often make private blockchains more attractive for business
applications. Private blockchains also can scale significantly better than public blockchains
because they can use less computationally intensive consensus mechanisms. Likewise,
private blockchains are often better suited for regulated industries that must follow
mandated processes, such as “Know Your Customer” anti-money laundering and antiterrorism regulations that require customers to prove their identity.54

III. ANTITRUST BASICS
Blockchain and other emerging technologies, like artificial intelligence and “big data”
analytics, are evaluated under the same antitrust laws and analytical framework as “old
tech,” like smokestack industries.55 In the United States, use of blockchain technology
primarily raises potential issues under Sherman Act § 1 (no collusion), Sherman Act § 2
(no monopolization), Federal Trade Commission (FTC) Act § 5 (no unfair competition),
and Clayton Act § 7 (no anticompetitive transactions).56
In recent years, politicians, competition agencies, and mainstream media in the
United States and around the world have devoted significant attention to the question
of whether technology companies, and more broadly, “high tech” products or services,
should be subject to different antitrust enforcement rules. Although there is not always
unanimity across or even within jurisdictions, U.S. leadership at the DOJ and a majority
of the FTC Commissioners have made statements suggesting that existing laws are
sufficient. In 2019, for example, the head of the DOJ Antitrust Division addressed this
directly: “Some have suggested changing the antitrust laws, creating new agencies or even
regulating the conduct of some firms . . . it bears repeating that our existent framework
is f lexible enough to detect harm in any industry and emerging ones.”57 In 2018, another
DOJ official voiced similar sentiments:

54

See, e.g., Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) Rule 2090 (Know Your Customer),
https://w w w.f inra.org/r ules-g uidance/r ulebooks/f inra-r ules/2090#:~:text=K now%20
Your%20Customer,-The%20Rule%20Notices&text=Every%20member%20shall%20use%20
reasonable,on%20behalf%20of%20such%20customer.
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See Blockchain for Business Lawyers, supra note 27.
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While this article primarily concerns U.S. law, other jurisdictions generally enforce similar
prohibitions on collusion, monopolization/abuse of dominance, and transactions that may
substantially lessen competition. The discussion here may be relevant for those jurisdictions as well.
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Diane Craft, Existing U.S. Antitrust Laws Can Address Tech Monopolies, DOJ Antitrust Chief Says,
Reuters (Nov. 8, 2019), https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-antitrust-idUSKBN1XI2LS.
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Lately, there has been discussion about whether certain conduct—the
use of computer algorithms to set prices, for example—should attract
the same level of scrutiny as “traditional” price fixing conduct. To be
clear, where competitors agree to restrict competition between them,
whether by agreeing to display identical gasoline prices at gas stations on
opposite street corners, or by fixing prices using advanced technology
like online trading platforms or algorithms, they violate the Sherman
Act. The agreement to fix the price is the illegal act; the means through
which the agreement is carried out is less important.58
This statement directly implicates Sherman Act § 1, which prohibits anticompetitive
collusion, such as price fixing, bid rigging, or market allocation.59 Depending on how a
blockchain is formed and operated, it may also implicate other antitrust laws, including
those that prohibit monopolization and anticompetitive transactions. For most blockchain
collaborations among rival businesses, however, the greatest practical antitrust risk involves
collusion and improper information sharing. Participants might use blockchain technology
to facilitate a “naked” agreement to fix prices or allocate markets or customers, or to
improperly share competitively sensitive data, which might reduce competition. As the
head of the DOJ Antitrust Division recently hypothesized:
There is also, most certainly, potential for abuse. Incumbents could use
blockchains anticompetitively to exclude competition. For example,
consider seafood harvesters that establish a permissioned blockchain to
track food through the supply chain and assure quality and sourcing. If
multiple competing harvesters conditioned access to that permissioned
blockchain on agreeing to certain prices or output, competition and
consumers would suffer tremendous harm.60

A. Collusion and Improper Information Sharing—Sherman Act § 1
A § 1 violation requires concerted action (an “agreement”) between two or more
firms. Most agreements are reviewed under the rule of reason,61 which examines whether
the agreement’s procompetitive benefits outweigh the likelihood of anticompetitive
harm.62 Certain other agreements between or among competitors, however, such as
fixing prices, allocating markets, and rigging bids, are found to always or almost always

58

Andrew Finch, Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney General, Antitrust Division, U.S. Department
of Justice, Remarks at New York Antitrust in the Financial Sector: Hot Issues & Global Perspectives (May 2,
2018), https://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/principal-deputy-assistant-attorney-general-andrewfinch-delivers-remarks-antitrust.
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60

See Delrahim, supra note 21.
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See VII Philip Areeda & Herbert Hovenkamp, Antitrust Law ¶ 1500, at 431 (3d ed. 2012).
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Wuxi Multimedia, Ltd. v. Koninklijke Philips Elecs., N.V., No. 04cv1136, 2006 WL 6667002, at *3
(S.D. Cal. Jan. 5, 2006) (quoting Hairston v. Pac. 10 Conf., 101 F.3d 1315, 1319 (9th Cir. 1996)), aff ’d,
280 F. App’x 968 (Fed. Cir. 2008).
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harm competition. Such conduct is presumed unlawful without any inquiry into claimed
procompetitive benefits (per se analysis).63
Private blockchains can be procompetitive. Because the participants are known to each
other, the arrangement could result in reduced transaction costs, improved connections
between nodes, and a more equitable validation of the transactions on the chain. However,
the same arrangement may increase antitrust risk, such as when competitively sensitive
terms such as price, quantity, and customer-specific features and specifications are shared
between competitors. In fact, a private blockchain could facilitate an antitrust violation by
providing a method to share the information or to monitor participants to ensure they are
following the agreement’s terms—i.e., not “cheating” on the arrangement. For example,
private blockchains could be used to facilitate a price fixing arrangement, which as noted
above is a per se violation of § 1, without regard to actual or claimed procompetitive effects.
Beyond more obviously anticompetitive agreements, blockchain participants could
also violate § 1 if they use it to facilitate improper exchanges of competitively sensitive
information or to unreasonably exclude rivals’ access to the blockchain. Agreements to
exchange competitively sensitive information may reduce competition, and the exchange
itself also may provide evidence of unlawful coordination. Unlike price fixing or customer/
market allocation agreements, however, such exchanges are less likely to be deemed per
se unlawful under U.S. law. The conduct is instead evaluated under a “rule of reason”
analysis, which requires balancing the anticompetitive harm against the procompetitive
benefits of the information exchange.64
A number of factors are considered to determine whether an information exchange
results in anticompetitive harm:
•

Source of the infor mation provided (does it involve actual or
potential competitors?);

•

Nature of the information exchanged (is it competitively sensitive?);65

•

Industry structure (is the industry composed of many or few competitors?);66

63

Leegin Creative Leather Prods., Inc. v. PSKS, Inc., 551 U.S. 877, 885 (2007); see also Bus. Elecs. Corp. v.
Sharp Elecs. Corp., 485 U.S. 717, 723 (1988) (“Certain categories of agreements . . . have been held to
be per se illegal, dispensing with the need for case-by-case evaluation. We have said that per se rules
are appropriate only for ‘conduct that is manifestly anticompetitive,’ that is, conduct ‘that would
always or almost always tend to restrict competition and decrease output.’” (citations omitted)).

64

See United States v. U.S. Gypsum Co., 438 U.S. 422, 441 (1978).

65

See, e.g., United States v. Container Corp. of Am., 393 U.S. 333, 334-36 (1969); Todd v. Exxon Corp.,
275 F.3d 191, 211-13 (2d Cir. 2001); In re Currency Conversion Fee Antitrust Litig., 773 F. Supp. 2d 351,
369 (S.D.N.Y. 2011).

66

See, e.g., Container Corp. of Am., 393 U.S. at 336 (finding 18 firms controlling 90 percent of the
market was sufficient concentration to support information-exchange claim); Sugar Inst., Inc. v.
United States, 297 U.S. 553, 572 (1936) (information-exchange violation involving fifteen companies
holding 70–80 percent of the market); Todd, 275 F.3d at 199 (finding fourteen companies sharing an
80–90 percent market share sufficient to support data-exchange claim on motion to dismiss).
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•

Whether there is an anticompetitive effect;67 and

•

Business rationale (could the legitimate business goals have been achieved with
less or no exchange of competitively sensitive information?).

The head of the DOJ Antitrust Division recently noted:
Blockchain solutions might, for instance, facilitate sharing of
competitively sensitive information. As Dr. Thibault Schrepel has
observed, by virtue of its distributed ledger, the blockchain “turns
private information into genuinely public information.” It may be
difficult (or impossible) to identify which actors are sharing what
information because the blockchain is based on pseudonyms and largely
anonymous transactions. This combination of factors could embolden
competitors to share more competitively sensitive information through
the blockchain than they would otherwise. Moreover, blockchain’s smart
contract capabilities could facilitate the design and implementation of
anticompetitive agreements68
In addition, private blockchain participants also may face § 1 risk if they unreasonably
exclude competitors from the blockchain.69 If a blockchain were to become critical to
compete in a particular industry, competitors may need to be a part of the blockchain.
Take costs, for example. Benefits from increased economies of scale (improving cost
through greater output of a single good) and scope (improving cost through greater variety
of goods) are critical elements of competition in most sectors. In banking and healthcare,
for example, using blockchain technology can significantly reduce transactions costs.
In healthcare, providers may not be able to provide the same level of care or generate
necessary operating efficiencies without access to data on certain blockchain networks or
pharmaceutical supply chains. If private blockchain members exclude competitors from
accessing a blockchain that has become essential to doing business, nonmembers may not
be able to compete effectively. Excluding rivals from a “must have” blockchain may give
rise to claims that the blockchain’s membership rules are being used to unfairly exclude
or limit competition.
Exclusionary conduct also can result from a blockchain’s architecture—for example,
the consensus mechanism chosen to resolve discrepancies. In private blockchains, owners
or designated blockchain participants may have the authority to resolve discrepancies in
the chain unilaterally, as opposed to a more objective and equitable consensus mechanism.
Certain participants could agree to resolve discrepancies against rival competitors and
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to prioritize others.70 Although a decision to exclude a competitor from a membership
association is typically analyzed under the rule of reason, excluding a rival solely to impede
its ability to compete and without a legitimate business justification may be deemed to be
anticompetitive conduct.

B. Monopolization—Sherman Act § 2
Sherman Act § 2 generally prohibits monopolization and attempts to monopolize.71
Importantly, monopoly power alone is not enough to prevail on a Section 2 claim.72
Rather, the entity must use its monopoly power to willfully maintain that power through
anticompetitive exclusionary or predatory conduct.73 Courts have found exclusionary
conduct in a number of circumstances, including, for example, when a monopolist has
refused to deal with its rivals, has engaged in exclusive supply or purchase agreements, or
has denied an essential facility to its competitors.74
The analysis is intensely fact specific, but blockchains may provide evidence of a
Section 2 violation if, for example, as part of an exclusive supply arrangement a firm with
monopoly power requires its customers to use its blockchain to complete transactions
and that requirement results in customers having to abandon a competitor’s blockchain.
Section 2 also can be triggered in certain limited circumstances when a monopolist refuses
to deal with a competitor. Although a company generally has no duty to deal with its
rivals, courts have found antitrust liability when a monopolist had a prior course of dealing
with the competitor but then terminated the relationship without any legitimate business
reason.75 Accordingly, a monopolist owner of a blockchain may face Section 2 scrutiny
if it previously allowed a competitor access to its blockchain, but later excluded that rival
without a reasonable business justification.
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C. Unfair Competition—Federal Trade Commission Act § 5
Section 5 of the FTC Act prohibits unfair competition.76 The FTC has adopted an
expansive and at times controversial interpretation of its enforcement powers under this
statute, asserting that Section 5 applies to any “deceptive, collusive, coercive, predatory,
unethical, or exclusionary conduct or any course of conduct that causes actual or incipient
harm to competition,” including conduct that is not covered by the Sherman Act.77 One
of the more common applications of Section 5 involves invitations to collude—efforts by
one firm to enter into an anticompetitive price fixing or market allocation agreement with
one or more of its competitors.78
Because blockchains can be used to share information, they could potentially be used
to “signal” future plans to rivals and invite them to follow suit. For example, a competitor
could use blockchain transaction histories to demonstrate to its competitors that it had
been consistently charging a particular price, and then—successfully or unsuccessfully—
suggest that they do the same. Or if a blockchain allowed rivals’ access to prospective
pricing or other competitively sensitive information, that could be used to signal plans and
invite others to follow. Such activity may be viewed as an invitation to collude in violation
of Section 5, particularly if there is evidence that competitors’ subsequent transactions and
posted prices were impacted by the signal.

D. Anticompetitive Transactions—Clayton Act § 7
Section 7 of the Clayton Act prohibits anticompetitive transactions, including mergers
and acquisitions and certain joint ventures and competitor collaborations.79 The key
question is whether the proposed transaction is likely to create or enhance market power,
or to facilitate its exercise.80 A transaction is less likely to be anticompetitive if entry or
repositioning in the market is easy, or if the merged firm and its remaining rivals could
not profitably raise prices or otherwise reduce competition. In addition, when competitive
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concerns are more limited the agencies are less likely to challenge a transaction if there are
significant and verifiable transaction-specific efficiencies.81
Mergers or other transactions that involve rival blockchains may raise antitrust
concerns. As part of its analysis, the DOJ or the FTC will consider several factors,
including the number and significance of competing blockchains, the likelihood that
existing or new firms could and would constrain the combined firm in the future, and
efficiencies. Blockchain remains a relatively nascent technology still finding its use cases,
with many startups and ventures looking to successfully commercialize the technology.
This suggests that competition is dynamic and entry is common. In addition, as described
above, blockchains may result in significant cost savings and other efficiencies. This could
be a critical part of the analysis, particularly as competition agencies may have relatively
less confidence about predicting adverse competitive effects and more confidence in
accepting verifiable efficiencies and synergies. The combination or even interoperation82
of rival blockchains could potentially result in significant cost savings and other operational
synergies that may be credited as part of an agency’s merger analysis.

IV. R EC E N T DEV E L OPM E N TS I N
ASSOCIATED ANTITRUST ISSUES

BL OCKCH A I N

AND

As a new technology, blockchain has myriad applications. We focus here on a few
noteworthy developments based on publicly available materials. The degree of antitrust
risk that blockchain participants confront will vary depending on several factors, including
blockchain membership composition (does it involve competitors?), industry structure
(concentrated, with relatively few firms?), nature of information exchanges (does it involve
competitively sensitive information?), information sharing protocols (is access restricted
by user? is information encrypted?), and efficiencies (does the venture generate significant
cost savings or other synergies?). Recent real world implementations offer useful guidance
about how companies navigate these questions when implementing blockchain solutions.

A. IBM Food Trust Supply Chain
The IBM Food Trust—a supply chain solution designed to trace food as it moves from
farms to store shelves—is perhaps one of the best known non-cryptocurrency distributed
ledger implementations.83 It is a permissioned blockchain built on the Hyperledger open
source platform, and participants can enter and control access to their encrypted data by
others on the network. A party to a transaction can view only the data that another party
has shared. In a matter of seconds, a network user can trace the history of a food item
from the time it left the farm to its current location in the supply chain, along with any
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associated uploaded documents. Data to the network can be uploaded via a web portal or
application programming interfaces (APIs) developed by IBM.84
Food Trust is designed to increase food safety and freshness, increase supply chain
efficiencies, and minimize waste.85 Among the participants in Food Trust are some of
the biggest competing food manufacturers and retailers, including Albertson’s, Unilever,
Nestle, Dole Food Company, Tyson Foods, and Kroger.86
Food Trust is overseen by an “Advisory Council” composed of industry representatives
that set the policies and rules of engagement to maintain the network.87
Food Trust illustrates how companies have navigated three critical competition issues
that might arise in blockchain collaborations involving competing firms—information
sharing, membership composition, and having an objective consensus mechanism.88
First, Food Trust illustrates one way to address issues concerning competitively
sensitive information. As previously explained, in the United States, information
exchanges among competitors are typically analyzed under the rule of reason. In many
cases, it will be necessary and reasonable for entities to exchange certain transactional
information to accomplish legitimate business goals. However, the amount, type, effect,
and nature of the information exchange is crucial to the antitrust analysis. Because the
Food Trust participants have complete control over what information they share with the
network, they can avoid sharing competitively sensitive information.89 To the extent that
a participant’s competitively sensitive information exists on the network, it is encrypted,
preventing competitor access.90 Information can be accessed by other participants only if
it has been shared on the network, and access has been granted.91
Second, composition concerns might arise if an interested competitor is refused
access. There might be legitimate business justifications to exclude a competitor from
a blockchain network, and adhering to a few best practices will minimize antitrust risk.
The reasons for membership criteria should be documented, well-defined, and ideally
point to procompetitive justifications. Membership criteria also should not be so narrowly
defined that they could be construed as purposely excluding a certain competitor or set
84
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of competitors. When applying the membership criteria, blockchain owners should not
treat similarly-situated competitors differently. In addition, reasons for the removal of any
member should be well-documented and fall within the established criteria for expulsion
preferably detailed at the blockchain’s inception or later developed governance structure.
With Food Trust, access is broadly available. Indeed, the only requirement is payment
of Food Trust participant access fees.92 In addition, the Advisory Council sets the rules of
engagement and platform policies, providing members with transparency regarding the
decision-making process.93
Finally, a blockchain network can avoid or minimize potential antitrust issues by using
a pre-set, objective consensus mechanism, by which no single participant can control how
a discrepancy is resolved. This reduces the likelihood that discrepancies raise competitive
issues, for instance, based on favoritism or as a result of collusion among competitors on
the network. Any deployed consensus mechanism should have discrete and objective
parameters explaining how the participants must resolve any discrepancies.
Food Trust incorporates a consensus mechanism by which no party has an outsized
inf luence on how data is on boarded to the network, or how disputes are resolved.94
Food Trust uses a “Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance” trust mechanism, validating
addition when a specified number of nodes (usually two out of three, or four out of five)
have reached agreement.95 And IBM, as the architect of the blockchain has largely left
rulemaking to the Advisory Council.96

B. Global Shipping Industry
Blockchain technology is being rapidly adopted by the global shipping industry.97 The
industry is drowning in paperwork required by dozens of governmental agencies, banks,
customs bureaus, and other entities.98 All of these entities need to sign off on the goods
whenever a cargo ship enters or leaves a port, creating a lengthy administrative process
dominated by paperwork.99
With the adoption of blockchain technology, authorized participants can view the
status of goods on the ledger and understand where a container is in transit. In addition,
customs documents, bills of goods, and other pertinent paperwork can be accessed in real
time. Also, given the anti-tampering architectural properties of blockchain, there is an
92
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inherent assurance that no party has modified, deleted, or appended transactions without
consensus from others on the network.
Because these permissioned blockchain networks involve collaborations among
carriers, some have sought antitrust exemptions from the Federal Maritime Commission
(FMC).100 The requests for exemption shed light on how to potentially navigate
antitrust concerns.
To date, one blockchain shipping network, TradeLens, has received an antitrust
exemption, while another request from Global Shipping Business Network (GSBN) is
pending before the FMC.101 GSBN is seeking FMC’s approval to operate “a blockchainenabled, global trade digitized process that will enable shippers, authorities and other
stakeholders to exchange information on supply chain events and documents.”102 Under
the agreement, GSBN will provide participants with: APIs for publishing and subscribing
to event data related to cargo; the ability to store and share documents with blockchain
participants; and a user interface to view event data and documents, and to manage access
permissions.103
Given the potentially sensitive nature of information that will be provided on the
blockchain network, GSBN proposed measures to address antitrust concerns.104 The
proposed agreement prohibits network participants from sharing with rivals confidential
information such as their vessel capacity, customer terms and conditions, or rates and
charges that customers will pay.105 The GSBN petition is based on TradeLens’ approved
petition, which had sought the same approval in its petition to the FMC.106
These two agreements offer useful guidance for other blockchain networks. When a
network would necessarily involve providing competitively sensitive information, there
should be clear parameters of which type of information can and cannot be shared with
other blockchain participants at different levels of the supply chain, including prohibitions
on sharing with competitor information that could harm competition or facilitate
collusion, such as prices. In addition, the governance structure and rules to participate in
the blockchain should be transparent and objective to avoid unreasonably disfavoring some
blockchain participants or excluding competitors.
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C. Government Transparency and Antitrust
Antitrust issues also can arise when governments deploy blockchain technology.
Specifically, governments are deploying blockchains in an effort to provide greater
efficiency, fight corruption, and bring greater transparency to the bidding and procurement
process. For example, the U.S. General Services Administration is assessing blockchain
to streamline some bids.107 A pilot program is set to take place in Colombia later this
year.108 While public procurement processes, at least in developed countries, largely
occur on electronic systems, blockchains bring something new to the table—they make
it more difficult to alter bids or remove records of bids once they have been submitted.109
Interestingly, the priority placed on greater transparency and increased confidence in the
integrity of the records has led Colombia to use a permissionless blockchain instead of a
permissioned one.110
In general, while increased transparency can lessen the likelihood of corruption by
removing opportunities to tamper with bids, it can also lead to collusive behavior because
competitors may have greater access to each other’s bids on the open blockchain. The bids
might nominally be made pseudonymously, but depending on what information bidders
are able to see about rival bidders, competitors might be able to attribute them to particular
rivals. This dynamic is even more acute when the number of bidders on a project is small.
Such transparency might facilitate anticompetitive agreements because each player can
more easily verify that the other is adhering to the agreement by confirming the bid on
the ledger. While using blockchain as part of the procurement process is novel, even by
blockchain standards, its use could grow, and bid takers should take measures to limit what
access competing bidders can access about rival bids and bidders to limit opportunities
for collusion.
At the same time, blockchain’s procurement application also illustrates another broad
point about blockchains being used as evidence in antitrust cases. During investigations
and discovery, antitrust agencies and private plaintiffs seek data from the subjects of
investigations and litigation, and from other third-party stakeholders. This may include
transactional sales data, win/loss data, and pricing data. By their nature, blockchains create
a history of information that, unlike other tools, becomes permanent. Bidding records on an
open blockchain might be used by antitrust agencies and private plaintiffs to evaluate what
information has been exchanged, when the information was exchanged, how competitive
behaviors changed post-exchange, and whether there are competitively significant trends in
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the data. Blockchain discovery may also lead to complicated issues of who has ownership or
control of the content, including encrypted or access-restricted content.

V. CONCLUSION
Despite falling short of predictions that blockchain would revolutionize the business
world (so far), the technology is advancing and being used in an increasing number of
applications. Blockchain is finding its use cases, most prominently in fintech, supply
chain, insurance, and healthcare contexts, while experimentation continues elsewhere.111
Moreover, the technology is evolving and the ways to deploy it are getting easier with
the rise of open source platforms and BaaS. As the technology continues to gain traction,
participants should pay attention to potential antitrust issues that blockchain presents.
Implementations, such as the IBM Food Trust, illustrate how large and sophisticated
companies have navigated commercial and competition issues.
To avoid or minimize antitrust risks, participants and administrators of blockchain
networks should implement a number of best practices. For example: develop clear
governance structures, membership criteria, and an objective consensus mechanism;
and establish clear procedural safeguards to the extent the blockchain involves sharing
competitively sensitive information between or among rivals. In the end, although
blockchain is “old” by technology standards—going on 22 years—this very much remains
a new frontier given the relatively limited number of blockchain implementations.112
Private plaintiffs lawyers and governments—legislators and antitrust enforcers—are
watching. It is too soon to predict whether blockchain will herald a new era of efficiency
across industry sectors or a means to accomplish anticompetitive ends, or both. The next
few years will be instructive as existing blockchain efforts mature and new ones launch.
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